Time's up!!! Two l-o-n-g years. Exciting, scary, chaotic: but it's over now. 09-09-02 to 06-28-04

We came. We saw. We conquered!

Ms. Irene Nichols, Principal

Standing the test of time
It was our time to stand tall and Principal Irene Nichols encouraged us to step boldly into the twenty-first century during our two-years here.

Assistant Principal Yvonne Hunter and Assistant Principal Lois Perkins-Stevens, senior class administrator.
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Seniors Hajeema Edman and Sean Gordon took the titles of "Mr. & Miss Jaguar 2004" in an evening of glamor and poise. They are the first to hold the title in the history of our school.

Mr. & Miss Jaguar

Mr. & Miss Homecoming

Senior Class Officers & Advisor

Senior Class Officers: Saunsarae McGill, Treasurer; Christopher Hammond, President; Advisor: Ms. Erica Rogers; Asatidah Sellers, Vice President; Tracey-Ann Edwards, Secretary.

Homecoming King Calvin Lashley and Homecoming Queen Syeda Muhammad.
Times We Will Remember

When Ja Rule came... Lockdown before the HSPT... The retirements of Mr. Ndukwe and Mrs. Schebe... The Blackout... Hall Sweeps... S.R.E.D.D.... The pep rallies... Winter and spring concerts... Winning "School Spirit" week... High Schools That Work... Kings Dominion
"The Best of Times, The Worst of Times"

Jaguar Women's Day... Last year's "Senior Cut Day" ... Our first day here in the new building... The pipes bursting... Class meetings... Homecoming pageants... Junior Prom... On-site college admissions... The Lady Jags State Champs team...The track teams... Black History Celebrations....
Most School Spirit - Latanya James, Calvin Lashley, *KATINA CHATELAIN, and Ashley Giddings. Also *ANDREW PHILLIPS, Tahan Williams, and Jola Barnes.

Most Inseparable: Ziquina Zeckery and Glasshebra Jones

Mutt (Shortest)
-*GLASSHEBRA JONES, Tiffany Brown, and Shakia Garcia. Also *TERRY COLLINS and Kevin Chance.

Most Inseparable: Dreamia Lawrence and Shakia Garcia

Most School Spirit
Most Inseparable
Mutt 'N' Jeff

*ASHLEY GIDDINGS, ANDREA JETER, SHAKEERAH HARDY, SHANTAH WRIGHT, AND BRITTANY CAESAR. Also JOELLE CONGLETON.

Mutt (Shortest)

Most School Spirit
Most Inseparable
Mutt 'N' Jeff

Jeff Nominees (Tallest): Keshawn Sheffield and *INDIA JONES. Also *ADL SAMPSON and Angotique Dornley.
Super Superlative Seniors


Best Looking Female Nominees - *Syeda Muhammad, Glasshebra Jones, and Asatidah Sellers.

Best Looking Male Nominees - *Andrew Scott and Sam Bowers.

Class Flirts-Romaine Lynch *Vanessa PLA, Glasshebra Jones, and *Christopher Hammond. Also Andrew Russell, Najah Smith, and Pache Foster.
Teachers, time to lock your doors!!

Class Pest Nominees

*TRACEY-ANN EDWARDS, *CHRIS HAMMOND, Tyrone Parrish, Leanna Jones.

Also: Al-Fateik Martis, Richedar Louissaint, Najah Smith.

Class Comedian Nominees

Top: *CHRIS HAMMOND, Quadir Cunningham,
Bottom: *JAMIRAH MURPHY, India Green.

Also: Sam Bowers, Asia Walker.

Most Outspoken Nominees

*JAMIRAH MURPHY, *CHRIS HAMMOND, Kelly Mitchell.

Also: Sam Bowers, Andre Russell.
... and More Super "Hot" Seniors

**Best Personality Nominees**

*ROMAINE LYNCH, Maurice Luciano, Asatidah Sellers,
*ANDREW SCOTT, Pache Foster,
*Quadir Cunningham, *SADE ROMANY
Jamilah Stephens.

**Most Active Nominees**
Tawantu Fleming, Maurice Luciano, Asatidah Sellers, *KATINA CHATELAIN, Chris Hammond. Also: *CALVIN LASHLEY, Andrew Phillips

**Most Athletic Nominees**
Top: *SHANDA JACKSON, Dehabah Sylvester,
Aisha Bilal-Mack, Asatidah Sellers, Michael Baldwin, Randall King.
Also: *TERELL MOBLEY
Being social-Time well spent

Best Smile-Keisha Bloise, Daaiyah Shakoor, *SYEDA MUHAMMAD, Joia Barnes,*ANDREW SCOTT, Sam Bowers, and Andre Russell. Also: Alana Swepson

Best Couples
- Calvin Lashley and Shante Wright
- *KESHAWN SHEFFIELD AND TIFFANY BROWN
- Andrew Scott and Sade Romany

Sh-h-h! Time Out For Most Talented and Best Looking.

Quietest- Jermin Spencer, Raneesha Connor, *VANESSA JEAN, and Benjamin Sheffield. *MICHAEL BALDWIN, Shante Wright and Amera Hatcher. Also Alban Jones.

Best Female Figure- Donna Duchard, *SYEDA MUHAMMAD, and Glasshebra Jones. Also Joan Carriere.

Best Male Figure- Michael Baldwin, Chris hammond, and *CALVIN LASHLEY. Also Wally Pierressaint.

Most Talented-*LATOYA FRASIER, *QUADIR CUNNINGHAM, and Andrea Jeter. Also Terrell Mobley, Samone Hill, and Katina Chatelain.

NOT PICTURED:
Most Inseperable Males: Randall King/Terrell Mobley, Tahan Williams/Andrew Phillips *DACAND SAMPSON/OTHELLO BRANDY/SHAWN PIERCE
IN MEMORY

Ms. Angela Armending
Guidance Counselor
Sunset - April 13, 2004

IN MEMORY

As-Samad Turner
September 12, 1967 -- March 12, 2004

Words can not express the grief and sadness,
When we have heard that someone we knew
dearly has just passed
Away,
The pain is just as real as the hurts,
The feelings are so deep,
So overwhelming,
And unreal,
It's really difficult to know as well as to express
ourselves.
The language that we speak can fail us,
What's in our hearts can be shared by letting
others know
What's inside,
We are here to listen and to comfort,
We are here to help heal all of the broken hearts
of the loved ones we
Just lost,
Now we need courage,
Courage to face it,
Courage to meet the Above,
What it meant for us to lose you, no one will
never know.
With deep sympathy I'm showing how much I
deeply care!
Life & times.
East Orange
Campus High School
Senior Quotes
Class of 2004
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A Collection of Thoughts, Sayings, Beliefs, & Words to Live By

from the

Class of 2004
Senior Quotes

Hanan Abdul-Wali
Nickname -- Nan
“And you’re telling me this because....”

Ruth Alexandre
Nickname -- Ruthie
“Never give up; better late than never.”

Ebony Kiyonna Allen
“Hey, Girl!”

Selena Lorriane Allen
Nickname -- Lena
“Hey, Bay!”

Aleeya Allman
Nickname -- “Tum Tum”

Paulin Alminor
Nickname -- P-Love
“Don’t do it for nothing; do it for you.”

Quanette Shakiyna Alston
Nickname -- Qua

Emmanuela Marie Antoine
Nickname -- Fan-M
“Love in any language comes straight from the heart.”
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Stephanie Augustin
Nickname -- Fafane

Joia R. Barnes
Nickname -- Bedah
“Hi, Boo!”

Natasha Nicole Barnes
Nickname -- Nikki

Samuel Beneche
Nickname -- Sam
“This school could have been better than it is right now.”

Keisha Antoinette Bloise
Nickname -- Dimples
“Hey, Boo-Boo!”

Thomas Edward Bondurant
Nickname -- T/ Buddatt
“Live life to the fullest.”

Ruth Rebecca Bowyer
“Are you crazy?”

Vanessa Caillet
Nickname -- Nessa
“I’m a pimp!”
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Okolo Krislyn Chalmers
"Everything you want is not everything you need!"

Katina Chatelain
Nickname -- Tiny

Terry Nea Collins
Nickname -- T-Mac
"Sike!"

Terrell Colon
Nickname -- Rell
"I think therefore I am; if I don't think, I do not exist."

Joelle Carol Congleton
Nickname -- Jo-Jo/ Tweety
"What's really good?"

Elizabeth Ginere Cuevas
Nickname -- Flaca
"Never give up! Try new things. Do your best. Love and respect."

Latoya Ann Davis
Nickname -- Toya
"Live life to the fullest now because nothing is promised to you."

Patrice Ryan Dillahunt
Nickname -- Da Pimp

Lamont Aaron Dunnigan
Nickname -- Aaron
"No day but today."
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Dominique Nicole Edwards
Nickname -- Dom
“If at first you don’t succeed, try and try again.”

Sakinah Evans
Nickname -- Kinah
“Only the strong survive.”

Kara Michelle Green
Nickname -- Princess
“Live life to the fullest.”

Michael William Griffin
Nickname -- Chucky
“Revenge is best served cold.”

Kenya Niagria Grissett
Nickname -- Kiki
“Keep ya eyes open in life.”
“True words are not beautiful; beautiful words are not true.”

Nicole Victoria Goodson
Nickname -- Nikki
“No, Boo!” “Sorry, Babes!” “No, Honey!”

Simone Nicole Gordon
Nickname -- Pebbles
“Okay, Sweetheart.” “Yo, Baby! Reverse that boo!”

Class of 2004
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Welda Haspil
“Excuse Me?”

Amera Patrice Hatcher
Nickname — Meme/ Pippie
“Shut Up, Dirty Boy/Girl.”
“Shut Up, Dirt.”
“He who loves life lives forever.”

Sybil C. Hawkins
Nickname — Grandma
“Men were made first because it takes a rough draft to make a masterpiece. Cherish what you have.”

Merlange Heriveaux
Nickname — Langie
“No one knows you better than yourself.”

Shanda C. Jackson
“Live for today because tomorrow may never come.”

Latanya Anika James
Nickname — Tanya
“What doesn’t make me weak only makes me stronger.”

Vanessa Jean
“Every event in one’s life happens for a reason.”
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Nicholas Larue Joseph
Nickname -- Biscuit
"If God be for me, who can be against me."

Fonati Michel Julu
Nickname -- Juice
"The darker the roots the deeper the flash."

Leanna Zunita Joana Jones
Nickname -- Phat Girl
"Hey, Boo!"
"I’m mad at that!"

Tiffany I. Knight
Nickname -- Big Tiff
"Stop fooling yourself."

Macire Gere Kourouma
"Be great"

Jeremy Tyrone Kyles
Nickname -- Uno
"Ask your girl why they call me Uno."

Leonette Aveeno Lambert
Nickname -- Leo
"What goes around comes around."

Calvin Andrew Lashley
Nickname -- Cal
"What’s really good?"

Herline Laurier
"I am so happy to graduate on June 2004."
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Dreammia Sherri Lawerence
Nickname -- Mia
“Love. Live. Life.”

Bedie Louis
“I appreciate all the opportunities that God gives me of learning and all my teachers for their hard work.”

Richedar Louissant
Nickname -- Cheddar Bob
“Don’t play with me.”

Bahron Terrell Lucas
Nickname -- “B”
“Life is what you make it.”

Keneisha Ooneyale Luke
Nickname -- Kim
“You don’ lost to your every lovin’ mind?”

Romaine Lynch
Nickname -- Smooth
“If you feel like a pimp. go on; brush them haters off.”

Kristina Danae’ Manning
Nickname -- Krissy
“What we gon’ do?”

Wada Marin
Nickname -- Baby
“Thank God because you make my dream come true. Now I’m a senior about to go to college. Thanks to my whole family. May God bless them for their support.”

Shantia Natasha Mathis
Nickname -- Tia
“Let’s get that money man. Let’s get that money man.”
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Chantelle Nicole Ments
Nickname -- Shany
"Don’t throw stones if you know that you live in a glass house."

Aaron Ali Mitchell
Nickname -- Ebay
"Best year ever."

Al-Nisa A. Mitchell
Nickname -- Nisa

Kelly Tacoya Mitchell
Nickname -- Auntie Kelly
“That’s how you like, huh?”

Jessica Montique
“Lil Phat Self”

Timothy Moore
Nickname -- Tim

Alana Elizabeth Morrison
Nickname -- Lana

Jermaine Edward Morrison
Nickname -- Andre
“Real yawdman straight from Di Caribbean Sea.”

Khalifa Muhammad
Nickname -- Khalif

Syeda Zaakira Muhammad
“Treat others the way you want to be treated.”
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Jamirah Lakeisha Murphy
Nickname -- Murrph
“Life is only what you make it.”

Carl Alexander Murray
Nickname -- Hollow

Keiden Simmone Myers
Nickname -- Ki-Ki
“The whole world is country, so ev’body enjoy life and keep it gully.”

Scott D. McKenzie
Nickname -- Scott-La-Rock
“Who dares, wins”

Brittney Erin Newberry
Nickname -- Ben and Britt
“Ya mean!” “Ya’ll some Hoodboogers!”

Michel Ange Nicholas
Nickname -- Pirate
“Say what you mean and mean what you say.”

Juan Carlos Ontaneda
Nickname -- Tax collector
“Where my money, Teach!”

Jodeen Ava Osbourne
Nickname -- Jo-Jo

Lorenzo Xavier Osbourne
“Holla at ya, Boy.”

Stephen Charles Overby
Nickname -- S-Ova
“Holla at cha, Boy!”
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Tyrone Parrish
Nickname -- Pete
“Yeah, all right: I’m gonna make it!!”

Latisha Luvette Patterson
Nickname -- Tisha-Pooh
“Let that be the reason.”

Omar Alberte Pilar
Nickname -- Lil Omy
“Que tengo la fuerza, que tengo la mana.”

Sophia Tamika Reid
Nickname -- Sophia
“Cherish life and everything in it; you don’t know when it will be taken away.”

Jason Rivera
“I dedicate this to my mother, Shari Morales. R.I.P.”

Kathyria Rodriguez
Nickname -- Kathy
“Never settle for the less; always for the best.”

Thaycira Rodriguez
Nickname -- Cira
“Let that be the reason.”

Shameeka Christina Rollins
Nickname -- G.T. Gal
“Never give up on your dreams; it’s only then when you’ll know true happiness.”
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Sade Solange Romany
Nickname -- Shadie
“If God brings you to it, he will bring you through it.”

Ciera Dioriadell Russell
Nickname -- Ci Ci or Elmo
“Education is key, and the key is for the future.
Use it wisely.”

Yolana Evett Sabb
Nickname -- Lana
“Never look behind you; always look ahead of you.”

Fereri Saintil
Nickname -- Murphy
“Don’t ever say you can’t do something unless you try it first.”

Andrew Scott
“I came, I saw, I conquered.”

Asatidah Kariemah Sellers
Nickname -- Tidah

Daaiyah Aminah Shakoor
Nickname -- Dada, D
“People fear what they don’t understand.”

Kendly Troy Smith
Nickname -- Kenizzle
“Be the best you can, while you can.”

Tamara O. Smith
“I’m a Big Girl in a small-minded world.”
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Zakiyyah Jamilah Smith
Nickname -- Zak
"What doesn’t make me weak makes me stronger."

Travis Andre’ Antonio South
Nickname -- Baby Cham
"Don’t drink and drive."

Richard Allen Spellman
Nickname -- T-Bags
“TD for life.”

Jermin P. Spencer
“Never let anybody get the best of you.”

Ketline A.M. St. Victor
Nickname -- Ketou
“You can get anything if you work hard enough.”

Jamilah Aisha Stephens
“Live and let live.”

Tony Antoine Stephens
Nickname -- Yayo

Tiaira Novan Terry
Nickname -- Tee-Tee
“What hasn’t been conquered will; what has happened will be acknowledged.”

Sean A. Thomas
Nickname -- Wolf
“Be the leader of your pack.”

Sanchia Sherena Trudy Thompson
Nickname -- Chial
“You should always have a smile on your face because God allowed you to another day.”
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Tamirah T. Thompson
Nickname -- T.T.

Quazeek R. Towns
Nickname -- Zeek
“I can only be one person and give hands to the ones that help.”

As-Samad Tarik Tucker
Nickname -- Maad

Kenyetta Myshia Walker
Nickname -- Yetta
“Life is what you make it.”

Latianna LaQuanna Walker
Nickname -- Lala

Teyonia Denice Walker
Nickname -- Tee-Tee

Joycelyn Tichea’ Williams
Nickname – Joy
“I would just like to say thank you to everyone who helped me get through these four years: my family, my teachers, and my three best friends. I love you all.”

Tahan Haneef Williams
Nickname – Tah-ezy
“I’m the prettiest fatboy you’ll ever meet…Hood…Where the snackz at?”

Tomesia Aveena Williams
Nickname – Country
“Thoughts come from not knowing”

Class of 2004
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Tonia J. Williams
Nickname – Nia
“2004 Class, what’s good?’

Tyrie Douglas Williams
Nickname -- Cheese

Cleandra T. Whyte
Nickname -- Cleo

Ashley Nicole Wright
Nickname -- Mooly

Marianna Zayas
Nickname -- Marie"

Blama Ziama
“In order to achieve my career,
I have to work very hard towards it.”

Congratulations!
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